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ABSTRACT
Data mining is the process of extracting knowledge structures from continuous, rapid and extremely large stream
data which handles quality and data analysis. In such traditional transaction environment it is impossible to perform
frequent items mining because it requires analyzing which item is a frequent one to continuously incoming stream
data and which is probable to become a frequent item. This paper proposes a way to predict frequent items using
regression model to the continuously incoming real time stream data. By establishing the regression model from the
stream data, it may be used as a prediction model to uncertain items. After gathering real-time stream data through
sliding window, the proposed algorithm computes support for appointed sequence and describes non linear equation
to forecast sequence trends in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stream data is generated continuously in a dynamic
environment, with huge volume, infinite flow, and fast
changing behavior. There is a significant body of research
on data stream query methodologies[11,12] and mining
technologies, such as association rules, frequent patterns,
clustering, classification, forecast, sequential analysis,
both in the fields of data stream management system
and knowledge discovery.
In recent years, many time-series mining problems
have been explored for a data stream environment.
Because sequence forecast is an import subject of those,
some methods were designed to develop sequence trend
analysis in a dynamic environment. In [13], Yixin Chen
etc. investigated methods for multi-dimensional
regression analysis of time-series stream data; they built
up a partially materialized data cube model and took an
exception-guided regression approach to analysis stream
data. In [14], Wei-Guang Teng etc. devised a FTP-DS
algorithm to mine frequent temporal patterns of data
stream. The FTP-DS algorithm uses linear regression to
perform trend detection, it’s an effective method, but it
always omits some exceptions, which are too pivotal to
lead to failure.
In this paper, we present an algorithm that use
nonlinear regression approach to ameliorate FTP-DS
algorithm, so the sequence trends can cover those key
exceptions. Our experiment on comparing between the
FTP-DS algorithm and the proposed algorithm shows
that coverage of proposed algorithm is much wider. The

rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the basic concepts of sequence forecast and
concerned problem, Section III describes the FTP-DS
algorithm. In Section IV, we present the proposed
algorithm based on non-linear regression technique.
Section V shows our experiments and performance
analysis and our study and future research is concluded
in Section VI.
2. RELATED CONCEPTS

In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of
sequence forecast in data stream and give a brief look at
FTP-DS algorithm. The fundamental difference in the
analysis in a dynamic environment from in a static one
is that the former focused on trends analysis instead of
static aggregation. Sequence in data stream is essentially
a sequence of sets of events, which conform to the given
timing constraints [15]. As an example, the sequential
pattern (A) (C, B) (D), encodes an interesting fact that
event D occurs after an event-set(C, B), which in turn
occurs after event A. If the support of sequence is no less
than the threshold, this sequence is called frequent
sequence. Sequence forecast aims at displaying a trend
curve to indicate the general direction of the appointed
frequent sequence. Sequence forecast plays an important
role in gene analysis, finance forecast, network security,
web information extraction, communication statistic, and
so on. Typical methods for sequence forecast includes
regression method, weighted moving average method
and the least squares method.
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3. PREVIOUS WORK

4. PROPOSED WORK

A Brief Look at FTP-DS Algorithm

Frequent Itemset(Sequence) Mining Scheme for
Real Time Data Stream

Algorithm FTP-DS was presented by Wei-Guang Teng
on 29th VLDB conferences at 2003. There were two key
definitions for FTP-DS algorithm. One is the support of
frequent sequence; the other is the pattern representation
that called a compact ATF. We will give a brief look at
those in below.
The support of frequent sequence X at a specific time
t is denoted by the ratio of the number of events having
sequence X in the current sliding window to total number
of events. Supposing the sliding window size is 3, there
are 3 sliding windows in Figure1, i.e., [0,3], [1,4], [2,5],
the support of sequence <bd> is computed as: in [0,3],
the <bd> is in event {ID:2, ID:5}, so its support is 2/5=0.4;
in [1,4], the <bd> is in event {ID:1, ID:4}, so its support is
2/5=0.4; in [2,5], the <bd> is in event {ID:1}, so its support
is 1/5=0.2.

As we know stream data is continuous and complex in
time so it is only possible to access such data temporarily.
Stream data has sequential characteristics that can be
considered as time series data. Prediction of time series
data gathers useful data estimating future through the
analysis of data from the past. In the proposed method
first the real time stream data is preprocessed to establish
non- linear regression model. When the regression model
is generated, prediction process on the possibility of
frequent items is performed based on the regression
model stream data is reorganized with the time and the
support for each data is calculated X in the current sliding
window to total number of events.
Algorithm
Step1: Input frequent sequence of real time stream
data, window size N, and the support threshold.
Step2: Calculate Support which is no less than the
threshold.
Step3: Here we take time as independent variable
and support as dependent variable.
Step4: Calculate the co efficient of regression model:
b0, b1 and b2, Inputs are (xi, yi), i = (1,2,3,4……….n)
calculate the following variable Y1,Y2,Y3, X1,X2, X3 and
X4

Fig. 1: An Example of Support Computation

The ATP form of time series was defined as
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Y1 = ( Σy i )/ n ,

Y2 = ( Σxi y i )/ n , Y3 = ( Σxi2 y i )/ n

X1 = ( Σxi )/ n ,

X 2 = ( Σxi2 )/ n ,

X 3 = ( Σxi3 )/ n , X 4 = ( Σxi4 )/ n

(Y2 − X1Y1 )( X 3 − X 1 X 2 ) − (Y3 − Y2Y1 )( X 2 − X 12 )
( X 3 − X1 X 2 )2 − ( X 4 − X 22 )( X 2 − X 12 )
(Y − X1Y1 ) − b2 ( X 3 − X 1 X 2 )
b1 = 2
( X 2 − X12 )
b2 =

b0 = y 1 − b1 xi − b2 xi2

Step5: Fit the non-linear regression model in the
equation:

Yˆi = b0 + b1 xi + b2 xi2 n + ε
b0, b1, b2 are the regression coefficients of non linear
regression model.
Step6: Calculate the error

ε i = Yi − Yˆi

(6)

5. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

(7)

In C++ programming environment with Microsoft
windows-XP in support and also the MS Excel 2003 for
plotting the graphs, we performed the experiments and
evaluated the results in terms of errors.

Sequence Forecast Algorithm Based on Nonlinear Regression Technique for Stream Data

We took time as independent variable (or predictor
variable) and support as dependent variable (or response
variable). We perform the preprocessing of data stream
using sliding window and calculated the support (or
occurrence frequency). Using these two variable values
we calculated the regression coefficients b0 and b1, to
create a model of linear regression for forecasting of
frequent items.
Here, in this mining scheme we found that the errors
or the residuals that we encounter are little less as
compare to the residuals of the algorithm FTP-DS. The
comparisons of errors are shown below in the form of
line graphs. The residual (or error) comparison has been
done in FTP-DS algorithm applying linear regression and
nonlinear (or parabolic) regression technique.
The standard error estimate of Y on X
SY , X =

(Yi − Yˆi )2
N
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a characteristic of being continuously transmitted in time,
they define the changes in time with two variables. These
two variables indicate an independent variable and a
dependent variable respectively.
Here, in this method I have presented an overview
of some vulnerabilities of algorithm FTP-DS and
designed nonlinear regression based algorithm to predict
frequent sequence for real time stream data, in which I
reviewed the concept of preprocessing from the
algorithm FTP-DS. Our experimental result shows the
merit of our algorithm in terms of errors.
Let us analyze a few open problems of the proposed
algorithm from data stream background. Stream data is
so huge, infinite, and fast changing that it always contains
lots of noisy, overflowing, incomplete data items. As my
work is concerned, it is not dealing with this problem
that too at the cost of execution time, my future work is
to resolve this problem.
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